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Ariel view of Coffey Park where 1300 homes were totally
destroyed – most left with just several inches of fine dust.

Coffey Park again showing the very strange fire - one side of
street was totally destroyed, the other side perfectly fine

The Worst Disaster in U.S. History, the Wild
Fires of Northern California, 10/9//2017 by
Orlean Koehle of Santa Rosa

neighborhood to see what had happened. He
reported that the home behind us, to the right of us,
and across the street from us were totally destroyed,
but somehow our home miraculously survived. In
fact, one could see that the fire ended where our
property line began. We were stunned, relieved,
and extremely grateful to God, but felt so bad for
our neighbors and for 1000s who lost their homes.
Summary: As of Nov. 1, these are the facts of
what is now officially called “the worst disaster in
California and U.S. history.” Originally there were
22 fires burning in 6 counties, which all seemed to
mysteriously start the same night with the same
horrendous 75-85 mph winds. Governor Jerry
Brown declared a state of emergency in all 6
counties. The worst hit were Sonoma and Napa
counties and especially the city of Santa Rosa. In
total there were 250,000 acres burned; 8,400 homes
and buildings destroyed, 4,658 homes in Santa Rosa
alone; 11,000 firefighters were fighting the fires,
some coming from Canada and Australia. With the
75-85 mph winds of October 8-9, the fires were
burning so fast, they were described as “covering
the distance of a football field every second.” Full
containment was not reached until Nov. 1.
Deaths: 43 people have been found dead and 185
hospitalized. The breakdown of deaths by county
are: Sonoma County 24 deaths; Mendocino County
8; Napa County 7; and Yuba County 4.
Power Outage: In total 310,000 people were
without electricity, many for more than two weeks.
How Did the Fires Start: Many suspect downed
power lines caused by the high winds that set off
sparks. There are more than 100 law suits filed
against PG&E saying it was their fault that the lines
were not maintained well enough. (Cont. P. 2)

At 2:30 a.m., Oct. 9 our daughter Hanni was
awakened with a load knocking on the door. She
opened her window above the door on the second
floor to ask who it was. A fireman was shouting,
“You must evacuate. A wild fire is coming up
over the ridge behind you!” Hanni then raced
through the house waking our three house guests
and my husband and me. In a daze, my husband
took a picture out of our back deck. Sure enough,
a huge ridge of fire was coming over the
mountain behind us. As I looked across the
horizon, I could also see fire on the mountains to
the right, above Annadel. With 65-75 mph winds,
we knew the fire would be approaching rapidly.
Our house guests, already with suitcases
packed, left quickly. We had a family prayer, and
my husband gave our home a blessing, then we
left with a few clothes and provisions. We each
drove a car away and joined the long line of cars
traveling five miles an hour slowly fleeing the
city going south. We later found out that we were
part of over 100,000 residents of mainly Sonoma
and Napa counties who had to be evacuated.
Many of these people found relatives or
friends with whom they stayed, as we did. Others
were in one of many shelters that were opened
up. Some stayed in hotels. Several hotels had to
be evacuated themselves. Three hotels were
totally destroyed by the fires.
Koehle Home Miraculously Survived: A
good friend called later in the morning of Oct. 9,
and reported that he had been able to walk into
our
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Climate Change: Of course, there are always reports in the
news blaming all recent catastrophes, including California’s
fires, on global warming. That is often on the radio as well.
Could Arsonists Have Started the Fires? An illegal alien
from Mexico, Jesus Fabian Gonzalez, was seen lighting a
fire in a park in the city of Sonoma. He told police he was
just trying to warm himself because he is homeless. How
would anyone need to be warming themselves in the hot
winds of 94 degrees? Gonzalez was arrested, but his role is
being downplayed probably because of the sanctuary status
of California. (http://www.breitbart.com/california/2017/10/19/)
Another report that was mentioned in only one on-line
news service was that a second man was arrested who was
exiting a forested area where a fire had been lit. He had a
lighter in his hand. By the fire was a gasoline can that had
his finger prints on it. This man turned out to be from Iran,
also an illegal alien. Could he have been an ISIS terrorist?
(http://defense-patriot.club/2017/10/19/breaking-illegal-muslim
-iran-arrested-starting-california-wildfire/.)

ISIS did not take credit for this terrible tragedy, but they
did praise it and recommend it as “just terror tactics.” This
is a picture shown in their weekly on-line propaganda
magazine and instruction manual called Rumiyah. ISIS
called on the readers “to execute arson attacks against the
"despicable crusaders" [Christians, Jews or all nonMuslims]. Following is a quote on how to light the fires:

Forest fires require that the intended target zone be dry, as
fire cannot endure in damp or wet environments. After
locating a dry area within the woodland, one should
commence by dowsing the place with gasoline or his
concoction of napalm, the latter being preferred, as it will
allow for a prolonged initial blaze. As much area as
possible should be covered with the solution, which is then
ignited from a safe distance." [Napalm is a highly
flammable sticky jelly made of gasoline thickened with
special soaps.]

However, nothing is being mentioned about arson in the
news or these two illegals. It is not p.c. in a “sanctuary state”
to mention illegals or their possible roles in any crime.

The Worst Farms Hit were Those Growing Marijuana:
Only 5% Of the 900 vineyards were damaged. The farms
that were hurt the most by the fires were those growing pot
A San Francisco Chronicle article reports that there are up
to 9,000 pot farms in Sonoma and Mendocino counties.
“The region is the biggest driver of California's $21-billion
marijuana economy.” Farmers had plants in their drying
sheds or were in the process of trimming them or sorting
them, and they were all burned. Many farms also suffered
damage from the high winds.
No Insurance and No Bank Accounts: Insurance
policies for marijuana crops are virtually nonexistent, since
marijuana is illegal at the federal level. California growers
are also not allowed to put the cash from their sales into
banks; again, because of its illegal status at the federal level,
so many farmers had all their cash burned up as well.
Could Mexican Drug Cartels Have Paid Someone to
Set Farms on Fire? A claim that is being made by some
senior law enforcement officials after seeing how many
cannabis farms were destroyed by the fire was that maybe
Mexican drug cartels were paying someone to deliberately
set the wildfires, “seeking a strategic advantage over the
legal marijuana industry.” If the California plants could be
destroyed, the illegal drugs coming in from Mexico would
be in much greater demand and more expensive.
http://www.npr.org/2017/10/19/558815623/california-fires-spare
most-vineyards-but-marijuana-crops-go-up-in-smoke.

Did Blue Streaks of Light (Laser) Cause the Fires?
Some people and firemen said when they looked up at the
mountains they saw blue streaks of light -- like lightning but
with no thunder and no rain. Some believe that was not
lightning but laser beams that were purposely causing the
fires. It is hard to understand how 22 fires could start
spontaneously in 6 different counties, inside and outside of
three major cities (Santa Rosa, Napa, and Sonoma) unless
someone or something was starting them. Was this some
sort of a test program for using laser and directed energy?
Does that explain why the majority of properties destroyed
look like they were hit by a bomb – with only chimneys left
standing, so hot that it melted most metal and glass, and
turned most everything into a few inches of fine dust??
A NY Times article quotes Jack Dixon, who viewed his
home and others at Coffey Park, "The homes are gone, they
are like dust. It is just like we were nuked." The article continues,
“A ground survey of the neighborhood [of Coffee Park] found
almost no homes that sustained partial damage. The homes were
either seemingly untouched or completely burned to the ground.
(www.NYTimes,2017/10/14/California- FireDamage)
A group of firefighters from Berkeley made a video of what
they were witnessing. They stated that it was unlike anything they
had ever seen before. “This is like a freakin' bomb went off. Just
BBQs and chimneys. That's all that's left. (http://www.cnn.com/
2017/10/17/us/santa-rosa-fires-berkeley-fire-department-trnd/
index.html. (Continued on p. 3)
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Santa Rosa Fires and Agenda 21 (now called Agenda
2030) Redevelopment? A very interesting recent video
shows a map of the large area of Coffee Park where 1300
homes were destroyed by fire. The video then shows a map
created by the Santa Rosa Planning Commission in June of
2017 asking for this exact same area to be rezoned and
redeveloped going along with sustainable development
(Agenda 2030) green guidelines, such as no fireplaces, high
density, stack and pack, multi-use homes, where the bottom
level is a store and the second levels are for housing. There
are no garages for cars. Cars will have to be parked in the
back of the buildings. The goal is for us not to drive cars
but to live close to mass transit lines and shopping centers,
where everyone can walk or ride bikes or ride the smart
train. How far would any of us have gotten trying to escape
the fires if we all were trying to do that by mass transit or
riding bikes or walking? If the fire did not catch up to us,
the smoke would have. Cars gave us some protection.
According to the video, both maps coincide exactly.
What does this mean? If this is true, it means that
someone has the ability and technology to pinpoint exactly
what homes in what area should be destroyed by fire and to
leave all the other homes untouched. Does such ability and
technology exist? Yes, it does. According to a friend who
is a former commercial pilot, laser-beam technology has
been part of specially equipped airplanes for a long time
[and satellites]. The video shows a picture of such an
airplane and an ad promoting it as the latest in silent modern
weapons with pinpoint accuracy that burns its targeted area
like microwave radiation, very hot and very fast. Here is
what the video states about DEWS.
Another revolution in weaponry is currently
underway, with directed-energy weapons on the cusp
of replacing chemical-powered weapons on the
battlefield. DEWs use the electromagnetic spectrum
(light and radio energy) to attack pinpoint targets at
the speed of light. When a laser beam strikes a
target, the energy from the photons in the beam heats
the target to the point of combustion or melting.
https://www.aircrap.org/2017/10/14/how-and-whycalifornia-fires-were-dew-created-agenda-21-via-lasers/.

Smart Meters and Fires: Another theory for how the fires
started and spread is through increasing the emf (electromagnetic frequency) already being emitted into our homes
from smart meters that are attached to the majority of
homes throughout California. Would the increased emf
radiation then cause the home to explode with even more
increased heat – like a microwave?
Eagle Forum members in Santa Rosa worked hard for
two years with a coalition of other groups speaking monthly
before the CPUC and protesting installations of the meters.
It took a pending law suit, but finally we were able to get
an opt out for most Californians. We had to pay $75 for the
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initual fee and then $10 a month for the meter reader to still
come and read our meters, but we felt it was worth it to keep
the smart meters off of our homes.
Koehle Home Privacy
Rights Violated: As one
can see from this picture, we
felt so strongly about not
having a smart meter that
we had a metal brace locked
onto our analog meter with
a padlock to keep it there.
However, during the two
weeks we were evacuated
due to the fires, PG&E cut
through the metal brace and
installed a smart meter
against our will.
What is so Bad about Smart Meters? Besides the
constant pulsed radiation that is coming into your home that
causes many adverse health reactions and the data that is
being collected on you and your activities in your home,
there are many stories of the meters causing fires. Could a
DEW laser have been used to connect with the smart meters
and either cause the fires or increase their heat? So far in
my research, I have found that every home that was burned
had a smart meter. Much of the dangers of smart meters
and fire can be found in Just Say No to Big Brothers’ Smart
Meters, which can be found at www.booksforthruth.com.
Forest Trees are Burning Hotter and Faster: Many
believe the fires were burning so hot and were so hard to
put out in the forests because of the thick, dry underbrush
and dense trees that have not been thinned out for years.
There was bipartisan legislation passed this summer asking
for the forests to be cleaned out to prevent the spreading of
such massive fires, but Governor Brown vetoed it.
Also, over the many years of spraying that the trees have
experienced coming from above from what some call Chem
Trails, the trees are even more explosive covered with nano
particles of aluminum, barium and strontium.
Cal Fire Captain Lucas Spelman made the following
statement last year in September when he was fighting the
Chimney Fire close to the Hearst Castle: “It’s almost like
the mountains are just doused in gasoline. The brush is just
burning at a rate that’s incredible…everything is burning
explosively…It’s like we’re at war.” (California’s Water
Crisis, Do you Smell a Fish? P. 127, www.booksfortruth.com.)

We may never know all the causes of the fires. It may be
a combination of the above reasons. What we can all agree
on is that this is one of the greatest tragedies and trials that
over 8,000 families are going through. If these fires were
purposely set, then this is an act of terrorism of enormous
magnitude. It may even be genocide. (Cont.p.6)
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The Dangers and Problems with SEL ( Social Emotional
Learning): Thanks to pediatrician Dr. Karen Effrem of
EDLibertyWatch for much of the following information:

Under the guise of pretending to teach better social and
emotional skills, the federal education plan called Every
Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) and its companion the
Strengthening Education Through Research Act (SETRA),
now include SEL, Social Emotional Learning, the latest
legislation to psychologically profile our children and
make sure they are thoroughly indoctrinated with leftist
correct attitudes and politically correct thinking.
Much of the SEL curricula is being developed based on
extremely controversial topics, such as: “social justice,
gender identity, environmentalism, universal health care,
the Second Amendment, upon which adults do not even
agree. SEL is an extreme danger to the inherent right of
private conscience.” Much of the SEL curricula also
includes data collection to be able to track and trace
students’ attitudes. It turns the teachers themselves into
amateur psychologists. According to U.S. News and World
Report, the data collection is based on:
“…log files from mouse clicks within the digital
learning environment. They measure and monitor
things like students’ saccadic eye patterns as
students learn from visual and textual information
sources, data from sensors tracking facial
expressions and posture, and more. The data are all
fine-grained, reflecting students’ learning
processes, knowledge, affective states…”
Fortunately, due to the efforts of Dr.
Karen Effrem, and attorneys Jane
Robbins and Emmett McGroarty,
there will be no SEL measurements
connected to the end of the year
assessments in any state for 2018.

Parents Don’t Need the Government’s Help to Raise
Their Children: Thanks also to Dr. Karen Effrem for much
of the following:
“…After subsidizing illegitimacy since the 1960s, 40
percent of families in the U.S. are headed by single parents.
So, what is the Left’s solution? Instead of reversing those
catastrophic policies by promoting two-parent family
formation as welfare programs are reformed, they are
sending government agents into homes to tell parents how
to raise their children according to government standards.
While they are at it, they are collecting all sorts of data on
children and their families to see how it is all working out.”
Government Agencies and Home Visit Programs are
Ineffective: Dr. Effrem writes that according to various
reports such as the Federalist, The National Pulse, and the
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services HomVEE
website, a federally-conducted review of home visiting
programs shows they are not effective. The study included
the following realms: “child development (related to school
readiness and discussion of preschool strategies…child
abuse prevention, and health outcomes.”
What Works and What Government Should
Promote: Dr. Effrem writes: “Rather than sending
government agents into the home, the feds should be
promoting two-parent families, which much research shows
prevents all of the social ills home visiting programs are
trying to prevent.”
Comments from Orlean Koehle: I attended a Santa
Rosa meeting October 5 at the Glaser Center discussing this
very topic – more government agencies being involved in
raising our children. Six people representing six county
agencies were on a panel. They were responding to what
they call ACEs – “Adverse Childhood Experiences,” and
“Toxic Stress” that they believe too many children in our
area have to live with. The ultimate goal which the panel
members suggested was to have our schools become a
“One-Stop Shopping Community Center” – with health
clinics at the school, home visitation programs by
government agencies, more data collected on our students,
essentially everything Dr. Effrem was warning us about.
California’s Pro-Diversity Social Studies Text Books:
Politico’s Morning Education recently discussed the efforts
of California’s education committee to comply with a 2011
state law requiring that social studies textbooks teach about
“the role and contributions of” eight different identity
groups including lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender
Americans…and members of other ethnic and cultural
groups, to the economic, political, and social development
of California and the United States of America. The law
also prohibits anyone saying anything negative about these
groups and normalizes every kind of a family structure.
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Two Successes in Defeating California Legislation:
Thank you to many of you for your help in writing letters
and calling your state legislators and the governor
concerning the following two bills:
Cell Tower Bill SB 649 Vetoed by Governor Brown:
A major victory has been accomplished, thanks to a broad
coalition of hundreds of scientists and physicians, fortyseven California County officials, many individual activists
and groups such as Eagle Forum of California, and several
environmental health organizations, such as the EMF Safety
Network of Sebastopol, and CEP, Center for Electrosmog
Prevention.
SB 649 threatened to allow mini cell towers to be placed
wherever cell companies wanted them, without receiving
any permission from local communities and governments,
and even if then opposed them. The bill would have allowed
placement of cellular antennas on light poles and other
structures in any neighborhood, further polluting us with
hazardous electrosmog, which is already affecting many
people’s health and will affect even more people the more
we are exposed to it.
Governor Brown Vetoed AB 569, which Threatened
Religious Liberty for all Californians: Special thanks to
Greg Burt and Jonathan Keller of the California Family
Council, (CFC) who were leading the charge against this bill
Every other Thursday Greg Burt holds conference calls for
leaders of conservative Christian organizations who are
united in standing for traditional family values. Eagle
Forum of California is part of that coalition. Thank you to
Jonathan Keller, President & CEO of CFC, for much of the
following information about the bill:
If AB 569 had been signed, every single organization in
the state (with no religious exemption!) would have faced
lawsuits for simply asking their employees to live by biblical
values related to abortion, contraception, and sex outside of
marriage. Faith-based colleges, pregnancy care centers, and
churches would have been subject to these new regulations.”

California Gender Recognition Act Signed Into Law: One of
the worst bills passed this year gives California the “honor” of
being the first state in the country to grant gender-neutral birth
certificates for people who feel like they are neither men nor
women.
California Gov. Jerry Brown signed into law the “Gender
Recognition Act” that allows for gender-neutral options on
driver’s licenses and also on birth certificates.
Oregon and Wash. D.C. both enacted gender--neutral driver
license options, but California is the first state to allow the
gender-neutral option on birth certificates.
The new birth certificates and licenses allow people who feel
like they are neither men nor women—people who think they are
“non-binary” or “genderqueer” or any other nonconforming
gender—to choose “non-binary” as an option on their official
documentation. The LA Times reports the new licenses will be
issued in 2019.

Democrat Assemblywoman Fletcher,
the bill’s author, and the sponsor,
NARAL Pro-Choice of California,
said it should be illegal for religious
organizations to prohibit behavior
related to ‘reproductive choices.’ Gov.
Brown disagreed. He cited the FEHA
California Fair Employment and
Housing Act that already bans adverse
actions against employees due to
reproductive decisions, and FEHA
provides a statutory exemption for
‘religious institutions.’ Thanks to Jerry
Brown for his veto

Beloved State Board Member
Dorothy De Mare Passed Away:
Due to a terrible automobile accident
that Dorothy experienced on October
5, where paramedics had to use the
jaws of life to free her from her car, she
never regained consciousness and
passed away Oct. 18th at age 70.

Greg Burt testifying at a
hearing against AB 569

“The Rise of Uncivil Education:” Thank you to Larry Sands
for his excellent article that was published in the California
Policy Center, Oct. 24, 2017. Sands is a former classroom
teacher who now serves as the President of the California
Teachers Empowerment Network, which provides teachers and
the general public with reliable and balanced information on
…educational issues. Sands writes that due to “advancing
ignorance and arrogance,” our children go through 13 years of
“anti-liberty mob think” and “sensitivity training” to prepare
them for the next step in their indoctrination which are “feeling
factories, formerly known as colleges.” Sands believes the
incivility shown today by modern day college students is due to
“a perpetual onslaught of uncivil education that has led to our
national malaise.”
Read the entire excellent article at
http://californiapolicycenter.org/rise-uncivil-education/.
Report of Eagle Forum of California’s 18th Annual
Constitution-Day Celebration, September 23, 2017: We
again held an outstanding birthday celebration to honor our U.S.
Constitution with excellent speakers, a potluck dinner and a
birthday cake for the 230th anniversary of the Constitution. It
was held from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the School House, 2421
Lomitas Ave. Santa Rosa. To read the entire report, go to
www.EagleForumofCalifornia.org.

Dorothy served as the state board secretary as well as for
Sonoma County Eagle Forum since 2009. She will be
sorely missed. We are all invited to her memorial service
November 18th in Petaluma. (See accompanying flyer).

“Rebuilding or Rethinking” Santa Rosa: This is the title
of an interesting Oct. 29th article in the San Francisco
Chronicle, which quoted Sonoma County leaders as to what
they envision for the rebuilding of the burned areas of the
city. Following is a very revealing quote from Shirlee Zane,
Chairman of the Board of Supervisors for Sonoma County
(Notice the “Agenda 20-30” language as described on p. 3.):
I will do whatever I can to build higher density,
transit-orientated development in the burn zones –
particularly Coffey Park which is bordered by the
Smart commuter line Train. I’ve been saying ‘build
baby build’ since the beginning of the year because of
the terrible housing shortage, and this is an
opportunity to do different types of building.
Pat Kerrigan, the main reporter on KSRO radio news [which,
by the way, has done an incredible job covering the fires for
three straight weeks, non-stop all day long], asked for people
to call in from the Coffey Park area, where 1300 homes were
destroyed, on how they would like the area to be rebuilt?
The majority were saying they want their area to be rebuilt
the way it was, with the same kind of housing and the same
streets and parks. So, it is going to be interesting if Shirlee
Zane and others are going to get their “different types of
building” without some kind of battle. Could this have been
part of a plan already laid out long ago just waiting for the
right disaster to come along? (Read page 3 for more
information.)

Eagle Forum of California
PO Box 5335
Santa Rosa, CA 95404

For all the victims of the recent terrible fires, we are
praying for you and in spite of your enormous loss,
we hope you can be with family and still enjoy a

Happy Thanksgiving!

There is an interesting you tube with Deborah Tavaras, one
of our Eagle Forum state board members who had her own
radio program for several years, part of the Jeff Rense
show. Back in 2011, she received copies of documents
that had surfaced when we were fighting the smart meter
battle. These documents show clearly that massive fires
were being planned and tell the advantages certain people
hoped to gain from them. Go to Youtube and type “The
Plan to Burn Up Northern California.” There are two
one-hour segments – Part 1, April 31 and Part 2, May 1.
“Love is Thicker than Smoke”: This is one of the many
slogans that show the amazing outpouring of love,
kindness and generosity that is being shown across the city
of Santa Rosa to the 4,658 families who lost their homes
to the fire. Many shelters were set up at veterans’
buildings and churches that initially were housing and
feeding the many homeless. Hundreds of horses and pets
that were evacuated were allowed to be sheltered at the
Sonoma County Fair Grounds and other places free of
charge. There were over 14,000 people who volunteered
to help at shelters or in any way they could. Tons of
clothes and food and provisions have been donated. Over
10 Million dollars have been raised to help out victims.
Thousands of gift cards have been sent in so that people
can buy their own clothes and provisions. If you would
like to assist fellow Eagles who have lost homes, send gift
cards to Eagle Forum of California, PO Box 5335, Santa
Rosa, 95402.

